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9 September 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR H.
Subject:

R. HALDEMAN

Population of Surveys for

the President

1.

The universe for our national surveys has been defined as "all
persons 21 years of age or over, living in private households
in the continental United State s. "
The "all persons" criterion
is commonly used in survey procedures in this country and yields
valid measures of adult public opinion.

2.

Some recent objections of "sample distortions" have been raised
because the above definition does not accurately reflect "the
electorate."
Some groups vote more heavily (e.g. 50-64) and
others more lightly (e.g. 21-30).
The same objections have been
raised to party identification of "the electorate".

3.

I think that we should be absolutely clear about what we are
measuring.
The party identification question is not designed to
measure the projected actual vote in a particular electoral situa
tion, but what all people over 21 perceive as their party identi
fication regardless of whether they vote or not.
Since voting
turnout varies considerably from situation to situation, measure
ments of " p ublic opinion" have to be arbitrarily adjusted if the
goal is to measure "election results".

4.

If the President wishes an estimate of what "election results"
would follow from measurements of "public opinion", I would recom
mend the following procedure:
a.

Report "public opinion" of all persons 21 and over,
the past.

as in

b.

Undertake development of a computer program which would
apply arbitrary factors of "voting turnout" by weighting
each subgroup of the population according to best esti
mates of past voting behavior.
The survey results could
then be run through this program to obtain w~ighted results
based upon likelihood of voting.

c.

If this procedure is followed we might be able to avoid the
confusion of criticizing a sample which is not designed to
forecast election results.

Re: The July ORC-David Derge Opinion Poll
Conducted for the President
Because of a poorly designed sample, I don't believe
that this poll is any good. I t is difficult to analyze the
poll sample because of their imprecise catagorizations,
but the following will suggest why the sample base is so
distorted as to make the poll less than representative of
cross-sectional American thought or opinion.
1. Sample Distortions

(See Page T-4)

A. Fifteen percent of the sample is non-white . This
is too high. Negroes usually constitute 7-8% of the
electorate, Latins 2-4% . Therefore, an 11-12% non-white
sample would seem appropriate. But a 15% sample - with
non-whites admittedly 8- 1 Democratic - creates a roughly
3% distortion to the Democratic side.
B. Twenty-one percent of the sample is aged 21-29 .
They are a much lesser share of the ele ctorate than this .
Similarly, 50- 64 year- olds constitute only 24% of the sample
but they are probably about 30% of the electorate . The net
effect of these two distortions is probablY" in favor of
the Democrats .
C. Blue- collar workers constitute 43% of the vocational
sample group . This seems too high, although it depends on
the definition. Thirty percent of those sampled come from
labor union families, which also seems too high .
D. Southerners constitute 30% of the sample, but because
of turnout they constitute only some 20% of the electorate
(Kentucky and the eleven Confederate states) . This is a
major pro- Democratic distortion.
E. Voters from cities over 1,000,000 in population
constitute 24% of the sample . But in actuality, voters
in New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles , Philadelphia
and Detroit - the one million plus citLes - constitute
only about 10% of the electorate. Definitions may be loose
here, but if not, this is another major distortion in
the Democratic direction.
Sample Conclusion: All told, the sample would seem
to have (estimating conservatively) a 5-10% built- in
Democratic bias . This warped sample is actually stated
on page T- 4 : Democrats, 57%; Republicans , 30%; independents,
7%; others/no answer, 6%. This is a decidedly more Democratic
and less independent sample than the natl0nal breakdown
foudd by Gallup.

-
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2. Usefulness of Sample/Results/Data
If one accepts the idea that the sample is
inaccurate, then its results cannot be safely compared
with prior surveys to determine trends. For example, if
this survey is Democrat-biased, then any trend compared
with a prior accurate-sample survey would be Democratic
as a matter of course.
Therefore, I do not believe that the statistics
on the President's popularity can be used, nor the data
on party identification or congressional vote intention.

3. Conservative as Opposed to GOP Identification
The survey data suggests that the Administration
is not profiting from the conservative trend in the United
States, which I believe is accurate. While the data is
sketchy, and the questions ~ designed to probe this
subject superficial, I would go so far as to say right
now that the Administration's welfare, suburban integration,
IRS innovation and the like, coupled with failure to artiCUlate
a philosophic and programmatic alternative to Great Society
liberalism-cum-welfare-cum racial engineering per public
alienation is on the verge of aborting the so-called "emerging
Republican majority."

4. ORC Opinion Survey Questions
Even if the sample was a good one, I don't
believe that the questions were designed in such a way
as to elicit particularly useful information.

18 September 1970
MEMORANDUM FOR H. R. HALDEMAN
Subject:

1.

Analysis of Unsigned Memorandum Entitled "The July ORC --David Derge
Opinion Poll Conducted for the President."

The Anonymous Critic in his section, "Sample Distortions," fails to
understand the nature of the universe that the July study represents.
Apparently, he did not read the leading sentence on page T-l of the
Technical Survey Data:
"The universe for this survey was defined as all
persons 21 years of age or over living in private
households in the continental United States."
In four of the five subparagraphs under Section 1 (A, B, D, and E), he
criticizes the sample because it does not match his picture of the "elec
torate." Actually, as a measure of the universe the survey sample was
intended to represent, it matches very closely to known census figures.
For example, the survey closely approximates the nonwhite population.
The survey's definition includes the Spanish speaking in this category.
Together with blacks, these constitute about 12% to 13% of the nation
compared with the 15% shown in our sample.
He says in his paragraph B, "21% of the sample is aged 21-29. They are
a much lesser share of the electorate than this." Actually, 21% is the
exactly correct proportion of 21-29 year olds in the population studied,
according to most recent census data.
He also says, "Similarly, 50-64 year olds constitute only 24% of the
sample but they are probably about 30% of the electorate." The actual
fact is that 24% is the exactly correct proportion of this age group
in the population studied.
In D, he criticizes the sample as understating the South, but he estimates
"they constitute only some 20% of the electorate." The fact of the matter
is 30% is the correct census proportion for the South of the population
studied.
In paragraph E, he misunderstands our category: cities over 1,000,000
in population. In our category -- like the census -- we use Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Areas which include the suburbs about a major
city as well as the core city itself.
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The Anonymous Critic also criticizes the blue-collar category. He says,
"This seems too high, although it depends on the definition. Thirty percent
of those saryled come from labor union families, which also seems too high."
In actuality, the census shows 38% of the population studies in the
blue-collar group. The survey shows 42%, well within an acceptable range.
The census does not give any figures for union households but only for union
members themselves. The most recent four trend surveys we have done have
consistently shown between 29% and 31% of respondents coming from households
in which there is a union member. The Anonymous Critic has no figures
with which to take issue with these findings, since Census doesn't provide
them.
See my 9 September 1970 memorandum to Mr. Haldeman entitled "Population
of Surveys for the President" for recommendations on analyzing "the electorate"
from survey data.
2.

In his "Sample Conclusion," the Anonymous Critic says, "This warped sample
is actually stated on page T-4: Democrats, 57%; Republicans, 30%;
Independents, 7%; others/no answer, 6%. This is a decidedly more Democratic
and less Independent sample than the national breakdown found by Gallup."
Actually, page 158 of the same report shows the following table, based on
weighted figures.

Democrat
Lean Democrat
Republican
Lean Republican
Independent
Other, undecided

May
1969

Aug.
1969

40) 49%

43%3
53%
10

9

27~ 37

~ 33

Total Public
April
Dec.
1969
1969
41%3

55%

14
24
14

40%3

Present
Survex:
53%

13

~

44%

?

2:

10
10

9

4

5

6

4

5

3

4

6

26
12

55%

11

23
10

38

?

38

These data are based on the following two questions:
"In politics as of today, do you consider yourself a Democrat,
a Republican, an Independent, or what?"
(If Independent or undecided):
"As of today, do you lean more to the Democratic Party or more
toward the Republican Party?"

f

33
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When we use party affiliation for data analysis, it has been our practice
to combine the "leaners" with the others who choose a party in order to
provide a larger base for cross analysis, therefore increasing the
stability of this subgroup.
Our first question is identical to the question Gallup uses in his poll.
He does not use our "leaner" question for a more precise measurement to
show the disposition of people who call themselves "Independents."
If our June 1970 survey data are repercentaged with "leaners" counted as
"Independent" and the "other and undecided" omitted, as Gallup has done,
then the figures come out as follows:
Gallup
June 1969

Gallup
July 1970

June 1970

Republican

28%

29%

27%

Democrat

42

44

46

Independent

30

27

27

Thus, our June 1970 survey findings are very close to the Gallup findings.
The Anonymous Critic's error was in not understanding the definitions used
by Gallup and those in T-4 of our report.
3.

The concept of "the electorate" quoted so often in the memo is a very tricky
one as far as research analysis is concerned. Which electorate do we mean?
The 62 1/2 million people who voted in the off-year elections of 1966? The
73 million people who voted in the Presidential election of 1968? Or the
about 65 million who may vote in the off-year 1970 elections? Or do we
mean those who will vote in the 1972 Presidential election? (If the latter,
then we had better start interviewing 19 and 20-year olds because they may
be part of the electorate.) There are a number of ways to filter out the
electorate in surveys -- voting intention, status as to registration, past
voting behavior, etc. These measures are most useful in periods very close
to elections for the special analysis required, but in an ongoing trend
series they can introduce distortion from wave to wave.

4.

Section 2 of the Anonymous Critic's remarks are meaningless in light of
the foregoing. Section 3 requires no comment (although the Anonymous
Critic seems to accept the findings of the survey when they tend to agree
with his preconceptions).
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5.

In Section 4, the Anonymous Critic says, "Even if the sample was a good
one, I don't believe that the questions were designed in such a way as
to elicit particularly useful information." The questions were carefully
formulated, discussed and approved by White House staff members, and
backstopped by the Opinion Research Corporation, with 32 years of research
experience, a large group of professionals and an established record in
political research.
I am not aware of the survey research credentials of the Anonymous Critic
and therefore cannot judge him against those mentioned above.

9 September 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR H. R. HALDEMAN
Subject:

Population of Surveys for the President

1.

The universe for our national surveys has been defined as "all
persons 21 years of age or over, living in private households
in the continental United States." The "all persons" criterion
is commonly used in survey procedures in this country and yields
valid measures of adult public opinion.

2.

Some recent objections of "sample distortions" have been raised
because the above definition does not accurately reflect "the
electorate." Some groups vote more heavily (e.g. 50-64) and
others more lightly (e.g. 21-30). The same objections have been
raised to party identification of "the electorate".

3.

I think that we should be absolutely clear about what we are
measuring.
The party identification question is not designed to
measure the projected actual vote in a particular electoral situa
tion, but what all people over 21 perceive as their party identi
fication regardless of whether they vote or not.
Since voting
turnout varies considerably from situation to situation, measura
ments of "public opinion" have to be arbitrarily adjusted if tha
goal is to measure "election results".

4.

If the President wishes an estimate of what "election results"
would follow from measurements of "public opinion", I would recom.
~end the following procedure:
,~

a.

Report "public opinion" of all persons 21 and over, as in
the past.

b.

Undertake development of a computer program which would
apply arbitrary factors of "voting turnout" by weighting
each subgroup of the population according to best esti
mates of past voting behavior. The survey results could
then be run through this program to obtain weighted results
based upon likelihood of voting.

c.

If this procedure is followed we might be able to avoid the
confusion of criticizing a sample which is not designed to
forecast election results.

Cy

Re: The July ORC-David Darge Opinion Poll
Conducted for the Presi.dent
Because of a poorly designed sample, I don't believe
that this poll is any good. It is difficult to ann.lyze the
poll sample because of their imprecise catagorizations,
but the folloHing \'Till suggest Hhy the sample base is so
distorted as to make the poll less than representative of
cross-sectional American thoue;ht or opinion.

A. Fifteen percent of the snmplc is non-Hhite. This
is too bigh. Nur,roeG usually conr:t:i. tut(~ 7-·E~:{, of the
electorate, Latins 2-L.%. Then"for,::, an 11-12% non-Hhite
sample ",ould seem appropriate. But a 15% sD.rn.ple - \.li th
non-vrhi tes admittedly 8-1 Democratic - creates a roughly
3% distortion to the Democ-rat; c side.
B. Twenty-one percent of the sD.TJ\ple is aged 21-29.
They are a much lesser share of the electorate thEl.n this.
Similarly, 50-64 YE:'8.r-olds const:i."tJute only 2L;-5b of the sample
but they are probably about 3CY';;& of the electorate. The net
effect of these tvo distortions iap'robably::, in favor of
the Democrats.

C. Blue-·collar \.1Orkers consUtute 43% of the vocational
sample group. This seems too hi gh, although it depends on
the definition. Thirty percent of those sampled come from
labor union families, Hhich also seems too high.

D. Southerners consti tu'(,e 30% of the se.mple, but because
of turnout they constitute only somo 20% of the electorate
(Kentucky and the eleven Confederate states). This is a
maj or pro-·Democratic distortion.

E. Voters from cities over 1,000,000 in popul a tion
cons titute 2///; of the sample. But in a ctuo.li ty, voters
in Ne1tT York City, Chicago, Los /lJ1geles, Philadelphia
and Detroit - the one million plus cities - constitute
only about 10% of the electorate. Defirritions may be loose
here, but if not, this is another major distortion in
the Democratic direction.
Samnlo Conc~.uE..j 0D.':' All t01d, the sample \oJould soem
to have (estir~ atinG consorva~i vely) a 5-1cr,~ buD t-in
Democratic bias. This ",arp20 sarnDle is actually stated
on page T-L.: Democrats, 5;6~; Republicans, 30;;;; independents,
7%; others/no ans\-/er, 6%. This is a decidedly more Democratic
and less indopendent sample than the nationnl breakdoHn
fourld by Gallup.
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2. Usefulness_of Samole/EesultsLoata

If one accepts the idea that the sample is
inaccurate, then its results cannot be safely compared
with prior surveys to determine trends. For example, if
this survey is Democrat-biased, then any trend compared
with a prior accurate-sample survey would be Democratic
as a matter of course.
Therefore, I do not believe that the statistics
on the President's popularity can be used, nor the data
on party identification or congressional vote intention.

3. Conservative as Opposed to GOP Identification
The survey data suggests that the Administration
is not profiting from the conservative trend in the United
States, ,.,hich I believe is accurate. While the data is
sketchy, and the questions no~ designed to probe this
subject superficial, I would go so far as to say right
now that the Administration's welfare, suburban integratton,
IRS innovation and the like, coupled lath failure to articulate
a philosophic and programmatic alternative to Great Society
liberalism-Qllill-welfare-~ racial engineering per public
alienation is on the verge of aborting the so-called "emerging
RepUblican majority."

4. ORC Ouinion Survey guestions
Even if the sample was a good one, I don't
believe that the questions were designed in such a way
as to elicit particularly useful information.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Republican National Committee
To: Mr. Larry Higby
From: Bill Low
Subject:

z:;t7

Date: July 30, 1970

National survey of public opinion

Per your request, I offer the following observations:
A.

Concerning the most recent study conducted by ORC:

1. There is no dispute that a significant sample error did occur.
Sufficient information is not readily available which would permit a deter
mination of whether the sample error was caused by incorrect methodology
or simply occurred by chance.
2. The fact that ORC did not become aware of the error during
the course of field auditing or final analysis is, in my judgment, an opera
tional mistake b y the company. Tom Benham acknowledges this mistake.
3. As an experienced user, I cannot recommend acceptance of
the revised report or of the assumptions involved in post-stratification on
the factor of expressed party preference. I find nothing in Mr. Benham's
memorandum of July 24 which change s this evaluation. On page four, the
Benham memorandum moves from a weighted sample by sex (paragraph 2)
to a weighted sample according to expres sed party preference (paragraph 3).
The important distinction is, of course, the fact that the sex of an individual
respondent remains constant, but party attitude, as expressed by the respondent,
i s subject to change. As Benham notes, these changes do not occur rapidly
on a national level. They have been known, however, to fluctuate signifi
cantly on the state level. As a result of the potential for change in expressed
party attitude, it is, in my judgment, improper to post-stratify the sample
by party preference. In short, there is no way to determine whether you
are correcting sample error or destroying a genuine change in opinion.

4. I have the impression that this particular ORC study will not
be accepted by the decision makers as accurate and reliable regardless of
the technical explanations that are offered.

Mr. Larry Higby
Page 2
July 30, 1970

RECOMMENDED ACTION

1. I recommend that the most recent ORC study notbe used In
decision making and that copies of the study not be distributed.
2. I recommend that Dr. Derge conduct a thorough evaluation
of the matter upon his return from Africa and that he suggest further action
by the Republican National Committee.
B.

Additional survey activity for 1970:

1.

Subject to the Derge evaluation as noted above, I recommend
that a new vendor be selected to conduct the RNC surveys for 1970. Based
partially on Derge' s original evaluation of survey firms for this project, but
largely on my own experience with the company as a client, I recommend that
the new firm be DMI (Decision Making Information) of Los Angeles, California.
I recommend that all dealings with the firm be handled through the RNC and
we, in turn, will deal only with the company pre sident, Dr. Richard Wirthlin.
2. DMI has agreed to conduct one study of national public opinion
using 1500 samples for a total of $25, 000.
3.

Methodology (note attached).

4. Assurances of sample accuracy - - Naturally DMI as sures us
that every precaution will be taken to produce an accurate sample. We must,
however, prepare in advance for a situation such as that which occurred with
ORC. I have asked for, and DMI has given, the guarantee that a sample error
of that proportion will be corrected by a new study at no cost to the RNC.
5. The matter of most immediate concern is the timing of the next
study. I am attaching a suggested timetable for a study in October and another
study to be taken either in August or September. My knowledge of the situation
is severely limited; not knowing what your immediate requirements might be.
I do recommend, however, that the September timetable be given serious
consideration because of sampling difficulties in the month of August which
are caused by extensive vacationing.
Larry, I hope the above will serve Mr. Haldeman's purpose.
will stand ready to proceed according to his request.

~'

V' ~xecutive

Director
Political Division

I

July 29, 1970

DMI
1300 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, California
90015
Methodology for Conducting A National Sample Survey
of 1500 Interviews with Adults 21 Years or Older
Purpose: The primary objectives would be to measure public opinion and
attitudes of the potential voting population of the U. S. population 21
years of age or older at given points in time and to provide trend in
formation with past studies.
To accomplish these objectives, we recommend a multi-stage area probability
sample designed and selected to produce reliable and unbiased estimates
of the population 21 years and older of the United States (excluding
Alaska and Hawaii).
Accordingly the sample design must meet the following criteria:
Every household within the universe has a known probability of
being included in the survey.
Every individual 21 years and older has a known probability of
being included.
Sampling procedures when administered in the field adhere to
the same strict controls consistent with the precision demanded
by the procedures employed in determining basic sample selections.
Within the framework of the sample design, we would recommend a large
number of sample localities and interviewing clusters consistent with
sample size to assure reaching as broad a cross section of the population
as exists within the survey universe. A large number of localities and
clusters will reduce sampling error and as a result produce more precise
survey estimates.
To complete 1500 interviews, we would use one hundred thirty-nine (139)
localities (made up of eighty-nine (89) standard metropolitan statistical
areas and fifty (50) non-metropolitan counties). The interviews would
be spread throughout four hundred (400) clusters or interviewing areas.
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Within each cluster, interviewers would be instructed to interview at
every Nth household to achieve maximum spread throughout the clusters.
This achieves two benefits:
1

Reaches a more complete cross section within each inter
viewing area.

2

Intervening households in the clusters can be segregated
into a series of matched samples for subsequent studies.
This will give us minimum error between studies for
evaluating trend information.

Designing and selecting a "good sample" is a relatively easy task. Im
plementing that sample at the field level requires much more vigilance
and care to accomplish this task; no interviewer judgment in household
or respondent selection is allowed. Precise procedures are provided.
All field work is validated on a daily basis, from the first day of field
work until the last. Key survey criteria are checked in on a daily basis
and projected to the whole. All interviewers mail their work on a daily
basis, so in effect, everyday the questionnaires received represent a
reasonable facsimile of a sub-sample. This serves as an excellent quality
control on field interviewing.
Interviewing hours will be tightly controlled to achieve maximum sample
recovery. All interviews will be conducted from 5:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
on weekdays or on week ends.
Each questionnaire is completely edited for completeness and accuracy
prior to any coding and processing.
The current study design defines the universe as 21 years or older.
For continuity with past studies, we recommend maintaining that definition
for the current time. We also recommend, however, that all data be broken
out by registered voters on all criteria since they more closely describe
the target group or party affiliation as well as other criteria. Since
only about two-thirds of the population of voting age actually vote, the
fifteen hundred (1500) sample becomes somewhat diluted in analyzing voter
groups. In subsequent studies it would be possible to drop the non
registered segment while maintaining the same sample size. This would
provide larger basis for analysis of specific target groups.

M E
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July 24, 1970

0 RAN DU M

TO:

LARRY I-I] GBY
\\11"11'1E 1rOiJSE S'L'>.FF
WHITE IIOUSD
WASH ni Gro:~ , D.C.

FRO'vl:

TI [(J\f. \S W. DENHi \'[
EXEClJTn : VI CE PRESIDE. iT
OPI Nro~ HESEAFOI CORPORATION
PRlNCETO\J , )\TD" JERSEY

SUBJECT';

SOi"ll EXPU\.NATION OF TIre S. iIPLI !C PI~O BLE'·l~ I COl . !E crr0; r WITH
THE MOS RCCENT SURVEY OF PUBLIC ATITI ~~IJARD TliE fI XO:-.J

ADMI NI ST

new

/'

Backgl:OWlCl

/

~

JiiI.'f~;

Z fp .

SOTIlebl11e after
o·- alvs is!: ) lhifc. ttj t udes WAS cleJ i vered
to the;:; Vihlt e House on Jul y
y mctor Der ge, ques tj on Has raised about
the propor t ion of Democra t in the IVest i ncluded i n t he sur vey. We
inllTledi a t e l y reinvcsti ga ted t he s ample emd f otmd t hat) indeed , even
though t he s ampl e as a \I1hole and the s ample in the \\est both II'e r e wi th
in the normal r ange f or key d mographic figures by t he statistical
dCLnce involved in s amp ling, \\'e did include t oo l ar ge a propor-tion of
Demo cra t s in tLe \ve stern section of the country. This \~as not a prob
lem in any other P ~1T t of the Stll.··vcy. Consequently, 1,.'e reweight ed the
data on our computer, print cl out new computer tabul ations for the
entire report) and r evised the report throughout. Vi rtua lly all of
the ckmges '."ere of the magni tl.de of one percent ag e point , the chief
exception being data relat in g to a few questions sCJlsit ive to p etrty
affiliation in the \\fes t. These have been corrected . 'Dle overa ll fi nd
ing of the report, howercr, t hat the Admi nistrati on seems to be declining
in favor in the Wes t still is evident; although the first version exag 
gerated it. The last Gallup fjJldings on Nixon'~. popularity also confirm
a downtl'end in the 1Vest.

?
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Why Samples Are Used

/

In the 32 years in ,vhich Opinion Research Corp01fation has been in
business, we have conducted a vast nllll1her of s r veys in many di f ferent
subject matter areas and among a wide variety /of publ ics -- from the
genera l public to very special ized groups such as security analysts,
indust r ial nurs es, electrical engineer s, ~d the like. In all of
these surveys, the interviews were cond t cd among a sample of the
individuuls who comprised t he particul. population W1cler study. In
doing a survey, int erviews ar e conduc ed JJ nong a samp le of t he given
populat ion rather than att elp t i ng t interview all members of that
population -- that is, rather than conducting a census. The reason
for t ll is is that it is nonnally' os sible from the point of view of
time and cost to r eacJl every me er of a ehren pop 1 t ion. It j s also
unnecessary , as statistical t ory provides us with met hods of s elect
ing certain persons f-yom amo
a giv n popul ation who are representative
of the entire popul at ion. Ii 'om the r es ults of t he sample survey , then,
we can i nfer the char acter' ' tics of the l arger body of people - - 1. e. ,
the particular population de' study.
Samples for the Re ub lican National

e

In the work that \ve have been doing fo
Repub lican National
Committ ee , wher ein t l e attitudes aIld pinions of adults natiom ide
are cies i red, i1: IS pan:icular lY 00V ' OU5 "(nat: a compleTe census \,.roUJd
be most impractical . Thus, t he s ldies have been conducted among
nationwide s amp les of the adult/ population ; and these samples have
b~en compris ed of ab o~t 1,SO~,(care f~lly scle~ted respondents.
MJch
tIme emu effort goes Into tlyrs sample selectIon so that the character
istics of the final sam
~
l e do in fact accurately re fl ect the l<JlO"l,rn
characteristics of the p ulation. hqlen this is true - - and it has
been true in all of the studies that we have done for the Republican
National Committee -- e can then safely infer (within known error
limits) the attitude and opinions of the adult population from those
of this carefully 5~'l ected s8Jnple.
Some Limitations of
Hmvever, there is a price to ay for using samples. 111is price is
that results from even the est designed and executed surveys inherently
vary from one sample to th,~ next. This variation arises from the basic
nature of choosing, even randomly, different samples to represent the
entire population. h'hi l this variation can never be completely elimin
ated, it can be reduce7 and controlled by several means. The extent of
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the var iation can a l so be estimated by statistical fonn ae . There
would even be vaTiat ion if a cens us were attempted, as
ever succes s ful in r eadling eve-rybody in a given popuL i on. There
is, howevcy , no v.ay to lmow how mum error there is in an attemr)ted
census; while survey error is a Imown quantity.
Measurin g Sample Var i ation
The estimate of s amp le variation i s not in t erms of the difference
between a particular s amp le r esult 811d the corresp lcling population
("true ") value. Rat her, the s t andard fO Y1n is that tIle s amp l e res ult
will diff er from tile true va lue by more t han a giv n amolUlt only s ome
small percent of t he t ime . For examp le, wit hout
il izing any specia l
me t hods, the trend s ample of the Western U.
(gi en a sample si ze in
thi s r egi on of about 22 5 , i'Jh ich i s t he c as~ for' e recent series of
surveys conducted f or t he Republican l ationa l Co i tt ee ) lvill be \;li thin
8% or less of the tnle value in a t le ast 95 sn
es out of every 100.
Note tha t wi thout spec i a l methods this me s 0 - s urvey in 20 will
have West ern results wh ich are off by 8% or mo e , so ely on the basis
of mance. (Se e atta ched guide t o statis t ica signi fi can ce of su rvey
results. ) Cons ider ing a s equence of s ur eys ld the fact we are
simult aJl.eolls ly s ampl i ng other r gi ons , i t i s clear that such sample
variations will eventua lly occur .
L) .

Reducmg Samp le Vnriat i on
The s imp lest method for improv ing the av 'age sarnple accuracy is to
increase the sample size. As a rough r e of thwnb , multiplying s amp l e
size by four about halves the sample va iation arowld the true v al ue .
Thus, mcreasing the W-e s tern s amp le to 00 (from 225) would mean that
one sample in 20 would be off , by cha e, only 4% or more iIlstead of
the 8% as is now the case. The probl n with this app roach is the greatly
increased cost of the larger smnple.
Thus, we tum to other methods for . educing variation from sample to
sampl e . One such method is called stratif ication -- that is, insuring
the proper proportions of respond ts from California, Oregon, Washington,
etc. We do, in fact, use such s t atification and als o stratify rural,
suburban, urban, and by city siz
The effe ct of such stratification,
however, is just about equalized by the variation introduced by taking
more than one res pondent uS:iJlg
e same starting point and proceeding
down the block (i.e., clusterin ) and by the inevitable nonresponse
of some proportion of the desi ated respondents.

?
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What ways remain to reduce the variation from survey to survey
(i.e., from sample to sample)? The final procedure is called weight
ing or post stratification. This is done by using information either
from population censuses or previous surveys. For example, we know
that, with the total U.S. adult population, there are about 47 men to
every S3 women age 21 and older. Thus, if a particular sample signifi
cantly differs from this proportion of men to women, we can weight the
results to correct for this variation. If the questions of interest
in the survey are correlated with the proportion of men to women, this
weighting will give a more accurate picture of the total population's
views.
To see why this is useful, consider a hypothetical situation in which
all men approved and all women disapproved of a particular item. If
in some given sample wenappened to get 60 men and 40 women, we would
get an approval rate of 60%. However, by weighting the men so that
they represented just 47% of the sample, we would (in this special
case) totally eliminate the sampling variation. More typically, we
reduce, but not eliminate, the sampling variation.
The proportion of Democrats and Republicans is known within fairly
narrow limits from a great body of past surveys and is knOlvn to change
very slowly. Further, attitudes on political questions are highly
correlated with party preference. Thus, party preference can be used
as a weighting varia.ble, since it meets the two qualifications of
belng knO\vn In advance and being correlated wlth the questions of
interest.
Correction Applied in the Current Study
In the recent political study for the Republican National Committee~
the proportion of Western Democrats deviated considerably from the
knOlvn ("true") proportion. Thus, it makes sense to weight the sample
so that the proportion of Democrats in the sample more nearly reflects
the known value. The effect of the weighting is to sharply reduce
the deviation of the sample value from the true popUlation value. In
quantitative terms with such weighting the sample value would differ
from the true value by 4% or more in no more than five surveys in 100.
Without such weighting, the corresponding figures would be 8% or more
in five surveys in 100.
Normally, we weight only for census variables such as sex, age, income,
education, race, and occupation; and in the current survey, these census
variables checked out within the acceptable range of variation. This is
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,.vhy we did not notice at first the rather large deviation in the pro
portion of Western Democrats. The reason for this is that even small
changes in the ratio of Democrats are in theITLselves interesting; and
so, the tendency is to report their values rather than use them for
weighting other values. And, furthennore, the deviation in the 'Vest
had little effect on the party preference figures for the total sample.
Conclusion
In conclusion, it
worth reiterating that all samples inherently
involve variation around the true population value. However, intel
ligent use of stratification and weighting can reduce this variation
to W1 acceptable level. In our professional opinion, the effect of
the Western Democrat-Republican weights on the recent survey results,
in combination with the more usual variation reducing teclmiques,
makes the results trustworthy; and all significant figures fall well
within nOl~1 tolerances.
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

HIGH PRIORlTY
J u l y 15, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR:

H. R. HALDEMAN

FRO M:

L. HIGB y(,

SUBJECT:

Poll of Western Sample

ORC has found what they believe to be the error in regard
to the re s u lt s i n the West on t h e i r most rec ent poll.
I n p re v ious polls the average h a s been 49 % Dem ocrat ,
38 % R epub lican, 13 % Independent.
In the most recent poll the distribution of the West :
turns out to be ,6 7% D e m o crat, 23 % Republic a n, 10% Independent.
As y ou know I have a call i n to Derge. I am g oin g to sugge st
to h i m t h a t th e y r e do th e p o ll , i n c orporatin g n e w a n d c o rr e ct
fi g ure s for the West. The present figures obvi ously g iv
all questions on the poll a Westward tilt.
Do y ou h a ve a ny ob j ec t i on to my calling De rge to ask for
th i s a cti on?

/

No Obje c ti o n r-- - - - - - 

Hold u p _ _ __ _ __

•

20 July 1970
Abidjan, Ivory Coast
}1r. Larry Higby

The ~'1hi te House
lashington, D.C.
Dear Larry:
I am typing this letter to give you some thoughts and recommendations which
were not possible by transatl~ntic telephone. As you pointed out, it wasn't
exactly the ideal time to be a'lt1ay, b ut that couldn't be helped.
Sampling problems . It is difficult to know what exactly went wrong withthe
ORC and Chilton samples without talking at some length to the sampling departments
of the organizations. However, a few caveats about sanpling in general should he
mentioned o First, the sample design and size (1500 ORC, 1000 Cbilt~) are for
national re~dings. They are not appropriate for state analyses, and the regional
results have limitations because of the number of cases i~vo1ved--and the sampling
error increases as the number of cases decreases. If you will check the memorandum
I wrote earlier this year on the !tap prove/disappr ove lt measurement I believe Y(lll will
find one table which shows sampling error by number of cases. The sampling procedure
divides the whole country into sampling units, and in the random selection of these
units each person in the country has an equal chance of being included in the sample.
Because of population concentrati ns, and the absence of a homogeneous dis~ibution
of people, the sparsely popula
states have relatively fewer sampling units, and
thus less chance that one will be chosen. This may explain why some states have not
been included in a national sample. Unless the sample were sharp17 increased in--
size it would not be possible to make state-by-state analyses which would be meaning
ful. Regional accumulations of states is about as far as the~ sample can be pushed.
Even so, regional results are less reliable than national results. Second, it terms
of reliability, the sampling which allows us to get by with 1500 cases is based on
the probability that the sampling error will be no more than f 3% in 95 cases out of
100. This level of probability (.95D means that you must expect greater sampling
error than i 3% in one sample out of every tlvent¢r. To reduce the probability of
error below-that point '1JOuld call for a sharp increase in sample size, thus in cost.
It may be that the western sample of ORC was that one case in twenty. Action: we
may wiBh to consider in future surveys a stratification of the sample which guarantees
that a particular region, state, or part of a state is represented by at least, and
no more than, a particular fercent of the total national sample. I H'ould lvant to
discuss this at some length \with a statistician to make sure that we don It run into
the problem of messing up national reliability by guaranteeing a stratification of
this sort. It would also be possible to stratify by party identification or any
other variable, but the problem here is that any a priori judgment about the sample
could mask changes which the sample is meant to reve.: for example, i f we stratify
by sex, and require that the male-female distrl~ution b~ 50-50, we could mask ~
real division of 51-49, 53~7, or whatever it is in the real world--the same could
be true to stratification by what we think the party division should he'
State-by-state polls. As we have discussed before, the sample size for any
population as large as an American state is very close to the required size for the
nation. The sampling curve rises abruptly and levels off abruptly. Thus, in 1968
we used a sample size of 1000 per state (and I would have liked to make it larger).
Unless there is a lot of money available, this suggests that polling several states
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must be a t elephone operation with a sample size of 500-1 , 000 depending on the
sampling error you are willing to tolerate o If it is a telephone operation, this
places limitations on content and type of question available . Something like this
rni~ht be discussed:
10 RMN approve/disapprove question .
2. Issue question based on the findings of the June survey (wherein respondents
were asked to identify and rank issues by open- end question . ) ~ could ac~ept
the identification and ranking of that survey and simply ask the respondent to
do his own ranking, express approval/ disapproval of handling the issue by RMN,
by the Senatorial candidates , by the parties , or by the Congress-- whatever you
are interp.sted in determining.
3. Trial heat questions . You may wish t o have a question ~If the election for
U. S. Senate (President of the U. S. ) were being held today, would you vote for
or
1t • You could pair RMN with any number of Demo possibilities, with
-or-wi-=-thout Wallace included (I would prefer the RMN vs .
va. Nallace to f ome
before the RMN vs .
item) . We must remember that in-s9nate t rial heats the
question becomes a teSt of name idemtification as much as anything else, and in
some respects this is true of the ~1 vs .
items as well o
3. Congressional vote intention. You may wis~ pull this item directly from the
June survey. It must be worded so that no specific names are used because of
the sampline problem: i . e . Itlf the election for Congress were being held today,
would you vote for the Republican candidate or t~e Democratic candidate . n
40 Demographic categoeies: you may wish to £J along with the c£~egories we have
used with Chilton before: 5- ,lay party idenjification, occupation, age , sex, and
race .
If the
e administered by telephone , I see only one way to get at this :
an open- ended question along the lines of ''What do you like (dislike) about RMN" , or
y d~ you approve (disapprove) of ~he way RMN is handling his job as Presidentn
(to follow the approve/ disapprove question) . This calls for a fairly complicated
coding operation after the interviews are finished and the verbatim responses to the
open-ended item are in . This is somekHat judgmental and it is expensive if done
right. You will recall that I did a small analysis of the ''Why do you ~ p" ove (dis
approve) i tem last spring, based only on 100 interviews o If toe interviews are to
be face- to- face and not telephone, other techniques are available: the semantic
differential (which I believe we did last December) , respondent-identification of
key desc%iptive pnrases (which I believe \re did for the May survey) , ( use of
other word-lists of phrase-lists which force the respondent to position RMN on some
evaluative scale. These techniques simply are not suitable for te&ephone inter
viewing . One possible exception would be a forced choice between dichotomous phrases:
e.g. (Which of these two best describes ID1N? Strong and forceful , or weak and
wishy- washy). I am not particularly attracted by that possibility because it doesn't
allow the gradr:Jions and shadings in opinion available in face- to- face interviewingo
Seeking the caus~l factors in the a Jprove/disapprove ratings . ~e discussed this
briefly on the telephone . As I said last spring , I am dubious about attributing
changes in t his measuremen~ to particular events or policies which happened to precede
the rating or were concomitant. This applies to important public events or announce
ments , conservative/ liberal policies , and ID forth . I \Olould rather have an opnn-end
probing question follm.n.ng the II> prove/ disapprove item and asking the respondent
why he approves or disapproves , and possibly why he has changed (if he has). This
avoids artificial correlations with events or actions which may ~ be causual
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What to do before the Doctor arrives . I recommend that you ask Bill Low,
exec . dir . of the political division- RNC , to undertake the financial negotiations
with Chilton if you decide to go on a state-by- s t ate poll . He should ask Bob
McMillan of' Chilton to send him the volume pricing letter which I showed you last
spring. I1cMillan and Alan 11onroe can work out questionniare content under general
policy direction from yOU o I~ you have particular requirements for stratifying
the sample these shculd be malte clear to Monroe at the outset (he ld 11 then make
it clear with McMillan) . Keep in mind that in most states the Senatorial and
House contests will not by fully underway or clarified in mid- summer-this speaks
for doing most surveys nearer ept . 1 , when most campaigns move into high gear.
Concerning the ORC matter, I believe it would be useful for Tom Benham, Exec .
a:l d discuss this directly with you o
I am sure
he would be jilling to do this and it would produce better results than ~elephone
conversations. I am sure Tom wants to make everything right m d he has a good
grasp of the policy implications of surveys .

v- p of ORC , to come to Hashington

Larry, I will be available by telephone wherever we go here , and will be
pleased to do what I can b.1Y that rnethodo Don It hesitate to call on me for
whatever you need .

